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Abstract
The problems of synchronized curriculum shaping are discussed in the paper in the context of the challenges of contemporary IT specialists’ training in terms of permanent evolution and rapid expansion of computing. The authors’ technique of the curriculum simulation based on Petri net applying is presented. The theoretical framework which allowed us to elaborate the technique includes some didactical fundamentals of curriculum design and academic disciplines structuring as well as the theoretical basics of Petri nets in terms of their significant facilities for different processes synchronization. The technique of academic disciplines structuring based on frame model of knowledge representation is covered as a chain of stages which results in the net of disciplines modules (frames) including the proper learning elements along with preserving and spreading links between them. In order to solve the problem of synchronization of the learning elements mastering throughout the academic disciplines with regard of the established links in the frames, it is offered the practically-driven approach to curriculum modeling based on Petri nets simulation. The different types of the precedence relations for the learning elements (inputs and outputs of the frames) were distinguished. Using these precedence relations, we managed to simulate through Petri nets a learning element itself and the process of its mastering. Using the operations of Petri nets modifications and learning elements’ connections of different types, we could obtain a model of a curriculum discipline module and finally – a curriculum discipline model. Built Petri nets models represent all the evolution of the learning elements mastering by students in the curriculum courses. Synchronization of their mastering is guaranteed by the rules of Petri net execution and modifications. The peculiarities of the offered technique are analyzed. The benefits in terms of applying such a simulation to the building of synchronized curriculum for IT-specialists training are formulated. The prospects of the research are outlined in the lines of using the obtained results for special software development.
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1. Introduction
Rapid development of IT industries and their penetration in all branches of social life as well as the modern shifts in the demand for computing throughout a global economy cause growing requirements to potential IT-specialists’ training. Consequently, this needs changes in
computing education and demands innovative approaches to university curriculum building for training high level professionals in computing sphere.

In the international guidelines shaping the modern paradigms of global IT education, it is emphasized the transformation of computing which nowadays is not just a profession or a single knowledge domain [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. According to the current state of IT education covered in the latest Computing Curricula Series Report [5, 6], we can conclude that computing area (as a result of rapid evolution) is not an isolated domain, but rather a family of knowledge domains which embraces a set of fundamental and applied study areas. They go on their developing that leads to emerging of new study areas which represent intersection of fundamental science, applied branches of science and traditional computer disciplines.

In particular, it is mentioned that during recent decades the essential changes in IT industry have happened that led to the important changes in the disciplines [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]:

1. Computer science has evolved into a more developed academic subject;
2. Computer engineering has raised from electrical engineering;
3. Software engineering as a discipline has emerged based on Computer science and Computer engineering;
4. Information systems has expanded throughout economic and organizational processes;
5. Information technology has appeared as a new discipline that encouraged building computing infrastructures and others.

The study areas continued to evolve, at the same time, increasing the range of study opportunities for pre-service IT-specialists and educational establishments. Additionally, many jobs emerged which concentrated on software use rather than on its development that accelerated the study areas and disciplines maturation.

It is also emphasized that in terms of globalization processes and permanent changes in computing, building of worldwide curricula is getting really urgent. Its development, on the one hand, has expanded the scope of the traditional computing disciplines. On the other hand, it raises the task of preserving the natural links between the disciplines, integrating of the newly-appeared disciplines into the existing curriculum, synchronization of their mastering.

Thus, it seems to be necessary not only to develop a proper approach to university curriculum building for potential computing specialists, but also to elaborate practically-driven means for its efficient modeling.

The aim of the paper is to represent authors’ Petri nets-based approach to the building of synchronized curriculum for IT-specialists training.

2. Theoretical framework

Developing the approach to the simulation of synchronized curriculum, we addressed to the didactical fundamentals of curriculum design and academic disciplines structuring as well as the theoretical basics of Petri nets which have significant facilities for different processes synchronization.

According to a number of studies, in the process of curriculum design, one of the essential steps is made by the modular structuring of the disciplines which at the same time have to
reflect the content of proper scientific branches. The main challenge here is seen by the
researchers in the proper shaping disciplines from modules, which would allow to keep existing
links between the portions of knowledge (learning elements). It is pointed out, that building
modular structure of disciplines without saving the links and desynchronized mastering of
knowledge (skills) will cause the set of negative consequences and educational drawbacks (such
as destroying the logic and wholeness of the accepting of the set of curriculum disciplines,
shaping uncoordinated system of students’ knowledge, inability to use them flexibly in related
areas, and other [7, 8, 9, 10]. It is also emphasized in the studies (in particular, [6, 7, 8, 11, 12])
that nowadays it is urgent to find out the ways to build coordinated university curriculum
in order to overcome the exposed problems, to cultivate interdisciplinary understanding of
knowledge nature, to focus pre-service specialists on holistic mastering of learning content and
forming their compound skills.

There are some special challenges in the sphere of IT university education and, subsequently,
in curriculum building for IT-specialists’ training (partially highlighted above). Among the
principles of building global computing curriculum followed by the [6], it is essential to mention
the set of important pillars which may become the guidelines for curriculum building in national
university education:

(1) it has to preserve the concept of computing throughout the world and in time, as well
    as to support existing, emerging and future computing disciplines both for the today and
    potential students;
(2) it has to mind future trends and achievements from industry, research, and the entire
    spectrum of society;
(3) it has to be flexible to get global enduring acceptance and be adaptable within multiple
    educational contexts.

Thus, trying to overcome the problems of disconnection between the curriculum disciplines,
taking into consideration the main pillars of the building curriculum for IT-specialists training,
and meeting the requirements of creation of holistic system of students’ knowledge and skills,
the authors has developed and implemented the technique of the module disciplines structuring
based on the knowledge penetration. The said technique (that was covered in details in our
earlier papers [12, 13]) can be represented in brief as follows.

This technique was elaborated by the authors basing on the concepts of the multilevel
approach to the formation of learning content in the correspondence with different levels of
knowledge generalization minding its AI sense [13]. In particular, there were applied such
models of knowledge representation as semantic networks and frame-based models due to their
relevant facilities to spread determined connections between knowledge units [14, 15].

Thus, the said technique of the curriculum building based on the knowledge penetration,
embraces some stages matching the levels of the educational content building (which, in turn,
match the levels of knowledge generalization).

The first stage of curriculum building corresponds to the so called “Super-Subject” level where
the content is represented as a network of the concentrated units of knowledge (KPs shown
in the figure 1). These units are preliminary defined basing on the analysis of the system of
professional functions of the specialists, their job scope, current requirements to their expertise,
typical vocational tasks etc. Thus, these KPs include real elements the subject domain which are to be mastered by per-service specialists in the process of their training.
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**Figure 1:** Grouping LEs of a subject domain around proper KPs of the Super-Subject level.

On the subsequent stages of the curriculum building, the content of discipline modules is concentrated around the KPs of the Super-Subject level.

At the next stage of the curriculum building (Subject level and the level of learning material) it is provided the deep analysis of the subject domain regarding its double essence: any curriculum subject is both a part of the educational content and the reflection of a scientific branch. The result of such an analysis (usually made with software like Trope, Text Analyst etc) is the system of the interconnected knowledge portions (Learning Elements, or LEs) that are grouped around proper KPs of the Super-Subject level (figure 1).

Then typical procedures for frame-based model of knowledge representation are implemented [14]. In particular, the frames-prototypes are built and filled in with the revealed LEs minding the links, determined at the previous stage. The links between LEs are able to be spread around other frames due to embedded facilities of frame based model. Applying similar procedures to all the curriculum subjects, we obtain the coordinated system of the disciplines which is sensitive to the changes happening on the highest level of education content and at the same time provide students with holistic system of knowledge and skills.

Schematically, the result of the curriculum building may be depicted as a diagram (figure 2) where each frame represents a curriculum subject with nested frames (modules) and connections between revealed LEs grouped around the KPs. Thus, the curriculum can be simulated as a net of modules modeled by the system of frames involving the LEs.

It is important to emphasize that the presented authors’ technique of university curriculum
building which makes the theoretical and practical framework of our current research was based on the revealed mechanisms of knowledge integration in scientific branches and in curriculum disciplines and allows to trig the integration mechanisms realization. The technique of the disciplines structuring and coherent curriculum shaping was implemented and verified with the help of special expertise.

However, its analysis made us improve some of its steps. In particular, in the process of real curriculum building it became clear that it is necessary to elaborate the issue of the grouping learning elements into the modules. The problem is that the links between the LEs are reserved and spread thanks to the frames facilities. At the same time, it would be beneficial to take into account also the sequence and order of their learning within the modules and disciplines, and to make their mastering not only holistic, but also synchronized.

In this context it is relevant to use the simulation advantages of Petri nets apparatus as for the processes synchronization. Thus, it is necessary to cover in brief basics of Petri nets theory as a framework for our approach to curriculum synchronization.

According to Murata [16], Barros and Gomes [17], Petri nets make a simulation formalism with a graphical visualization and a determined syntax and semantics.

According to Murata [16], a Petri is defined as a two-partite oriented graph $N=(P, T, R)$, where $P=\{P_i\}$ is a set of graph vertices which are places and $T=\{T_i\}$ is a set of vertices which are transitions. $R$ component determines a relationship between the vertices corresponding to the arcs.

In a graphical representation of a Petri net, places (P) are indicated with circles, whereas transitions (T) are indicated with bars. According to the rules of Petri nets theory, vertices of the same type cannot be connected. In terms of real processes simulation, places usually
simulate various states (conditions) of the process, whereas the transitions imitate the events which happen within it.

The places can accept tokens which can move around the net via transitions. Disposition of tokens in places is determined by the marking set \( M \) which assigns an integer number to each place: \( M = (M(p_1), ..., M(p_i)) \), where \( i \) is a number of places of the net, and \( M(p_i) \) is the number of tokens in the place \( p_i \). Thus, the amount of tokens and their disposition around the net control the net execution [16].

Various markings of the Petri net characterize the states of the corresponding dynamic system (process), and the dynamics of state changes is simulated by the movement of the tokens around places. Net marking may be changed as its transitions are triggered. When a transition is triggered, one token is deleted from each input place and is added to each output place.

The main facilities of Petri nets covered in a number of studies [16, 18], testify their advantages to be effectively used for modeling of parallel and consequent processes.

In the context of educational processes simulation, we would like to emphasize some essential Petri nets facilities which were used by the researchers in their works. In particular, the Petri nets were applied for courses structuring in e-learning platforms which allowed to build optimal learning paths for students [19, 20].

In addition, there were done the attempts to apply Petri nets simulation to synchronization in automatic measurement systems [18]; to model students’ learning processes in e-learning [21, 22] etc.

The techniques used in said research also made the theoretical framework of our Petri nets-based approach to the modeling of synchronized curriculum.

### 3. Petri nets-based approach to the building of synchronized curriculum

Basing on the covered theoretical framework, let us focus on key issues, starting with the representation of the frames-based curriculum structure and its Petri nets-based modeling, and ending with the characterization of obtained model of curriculum.

In our approach, the disciplines are composed by the frames uniting the LEs and represented at the charts that specify the precedence between the LEs. As it is shown in figure 2 above, any frame has inputs and outputs. Inputs can be interpreted as the LEs necessary for the student to master in order to be able to learn the LEs of the frame. In similar way the outputs can be interpreted regarding the other frames.

We can distinguish different types of the precedence relations for the inputs:

- 1 LE to 1 LE relation: the only requirement of the LE’s learning is the accomplishment of one previous LE’s learning (within the frame or between the frames);
- 1 LE of K LEs of frame N to 1 LE of different frame M relation: a LE of the frame M has as requirement the accomplishment of learning of one of K LEs of previous frame N (OR precedence relation);
- The whole set of K LEs to 1: a LE of the frame M has as requirement the accomplishment of learning of the set of K LEs of previous frame N (AND precedence relation).
For the outputs, it is possible to set these kinds of relations:

- 1 LE to 1 LE relation: the LE is requirement to learning only one of the LE’s learning (within the frame or between the frames);
- 1 LE to K LEs relation: the LE’s learning is precedent to a set of K LE’s learning.

Using these precedence relations, we can simulate LEs, frames (composed by the LEs) and curriculum disciplines (composed by the frames) through Petri nets.

Each LE can be represented with a common Petri net, and can be considered as the basic component to construct the discipline model. Petri net which simulates a LE mastering by the student is given in the figure 3.
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**Figure 3**: Petri net which simulates a LE mastering by the student.

The places $P_1$–$P_4$ of the Petri net (figure 3) represent here the states of LEs as for their readiness to be learnt by students due to their precedence relations:

- the place $P_1$ represents the state that LE is ready (available) to be mastered by a student, according to its precedence relations;
- the place $P_2$ represents the state while the student is mastering of the LE;
- the place $P_3$ represents the accomplishment of the LE mastering;
- the place $P_4$ represents the state when the LE is unavailable student not being able to start the module.
The transitions $T_1$–$T_8$ (figure 3) simulate the events of start of LE’s mastering; the process of its learning, regarding the academic time and its availability due to its precedence relations; and accomplishing the LE’s mastering.

There is always the only token in the net, which means that only one of the LEs states is true, so only one of the places can be marked at a time (in the situation shown in figure 3, it is in $P_4$).

At the next step of modeling, such Petri nets which simulate a LE mastering were used to create a frame (course module) model. It was composed by a set of LEs’ models connected, depending on their precedence relations determined above. This models (Petri nets) composition was done by merging transitions $T_1$ (LE is available to learn) of the dependent LE and $T_8$ (LE is ready to be continued) of the previous LE’s model.

Figure 4, a – c demonstrates three situations of adding the LEs models to compose a frame (module) with regard to the said precedence relations:

- figure 4, a illustrates a 1 to 1 precedence relations where the fusion of the transition $T_1$ of the previous LE with the transition $T_8$ of the next LE is expected;
- figure 4, b presents a K to 1 precedence (AND precedence relation) where all the transitions $T_8$ of all previous modules and the transition $T_1$ of the next LE will be merged;
- figure 4, c demonstrates a 1 of K to 1 precedence (OR precedence relation) where each transition $T_8$ of each previous LE will be merged with the transition $T_1$ of the next LE.

Using the operations of Petri nets modifications (in particular, their fusion) defined in [17, 23] and LEs connections of different types (depicted above), we could obtain a model of a curriculum discipline module and finally – a curriculum discipline model.

These Petri nets models represent all the evolution of the LEs mastering by students in the curriculum courses. It is essential to note that output transitions of each LE’s model can trig the subsequent LE’s model only if the previous (in terms of precedence relation) one is accomplished. It is guaranteed by the rules of Petri net execution and modifications.

We would like to remind here that in our technique of curriculum building (depicted in figure 2) each discipline is represented by a frame with the nested other frames, which simulate the disciplines modules involving the LEs along with their connections.

Thus, summarizing our approaches to the university courses modeling based on the frames properties and Petri nets facilities, we would like to underline the following benefits in terms of applying such a simulation to the building of synchronized curriculum for IT-specialists training:

1. The built Petri nets allow to model the process of the LEs mastering by students in the frames (discipline modules) and between them.
2. Petri nets facilities provide grouping LEs into the frames (modules) taking into account precedence of their learning.
3. Facilities of frame-based model of knowledge representation provide spreading the set links between the LEs within the module and between the modules of different curriculum disciplines.

Thus, combining the applied properties of Petri nets modeling and AI models of knowledge representation allow to obtain both holistic and synchronized university curriculum.
We would like to emphasize special importance of such modeling of curriculum exactly for pre-service IT-specialists’ training. The built and realized model allows to shape the family of disciplines which are sensitive to the rapid changes in IT industry with immediate spreading of renewed requirements to the specialists in these sphere throughout all of the modules and with simultaneous preserving of the proper links. It is also provided the opportunity to mind the disciplines evolution and appearing new ones with their including into the flexible curriculum excluding the unnecessary repetition and academic time saving. The obtained curriculum with our simulation is flexible to account both global acceptance and national educational contexts. Thus, elaborated Petri nets-based mean for the curriculum simulation matches main guidelines for building contemporary computing curriculum.

Such an approach to the curriculum modeling can be used in the software for automatic creation of a holistic and synchronized curriculum, which makes prospects of our research. Such a software will allow:

1. to detect which proper LE and where has to be mastered;
2. to trace the LEs which have been mastered and will be necessary for mastering other set of LEs;
3. to build individual study plan for students etc.
4. Conclusions

The problems of synchronized curriculum shaping are discussed in the paper in the context of the challenges of contemporary IT specialists’ training in terms of permanent evolution and rapid expansion of computing.

The authors’ technique of the curriculum simulation based on Petri net applying is presented. The theoretical framework which allowed us to elaborate the technique includes some didactical fundamentals of curriculum design and academic disciplines structuring as well as the theoretical basics of Petri nets in terms of their significant facilities for different processes synchronization. The technique of academic disciplines structuring based on frame model of knowledge representation is covered as a chain of stages which results in the net of disciplines modules (frames) including the proper learning elements along with preserving and spreading links between them.

In order to solve the problem of synchronization of the learning elements mastering throughout the academic disciplines with regard of the established links in the frames, it is offered the practically-driven approach to curriculum modeling based on Petri nets simulation.

The different types of the precedence relations for the learning elements (inputs and outputs of the frames) were distinguished. Using these precedence relations, we managed to simulate through Petri nets a learning element itself and the process of its mastering. Using the operations of Petri nets modifications and learning elements’ connections of different types, we could obtain a model of a curriculum discipline module and finally – a curriculum discipline model.

Built Petri nets models represent all the evolution of the learning elements mastering by students in the curriculum courses. Synchronization of their mastering is guaranteed by the rules of Petri net execution and modifications.

The peculiarities of the offered technique are analyzed. The benefits in terms of applying such a simulation to the building of synchronized curriculum for IT-specialists training are formulated.

The prospects of the research are outlined in the lines of using the obtained results for special software development.
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